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I Alpha Phis, 
Kappa Sigs 
Win Honors
AIMJntveriity Scholastic Average 
U 18.71 Grade Points for 
1931-32 Term
Alpha m  with an average of 22.18 
grad* points, led the sororities and 
Kappa Sigma, with an average or 
19,$0, led the fraternities In scholar­
ship averages for the 1921-1932 school 
year. Della Delta Delta was second 
and Alpha XI Delta was third among 
the sororities; Sigma N'u and Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon were second and third 
among the fraternities.
Sorority averages, in order, were: 
Alpha Phi. 23.18; Delta Delta Delta, 
22.99; Alpha XI Delta. 22.53; Zeta Chi, 
21.22: Sigma Kappa, 20.69; Kappa
Kappa Gamma, 20.26; Kappa Alpha
Theta. 19.05; Kappa Delta, 19.59;
Delta Gamma. 18.36; Alpha Chi 
Omega, 17.71.
The fraternity averages, in order, 
were: Kappa Sigma, 19.80; Sigma Nu, 
18.95; Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 18.68; 
Delta Sigma Lambda, 17.76; Phi Delta 
Theta, 17.63; Sigma Phi Epsilon,
16.81; Alpha Tau Omega, 16.77; Phi 
Sigma Kappa, 16.39; Sigma Chi, 13.51.1
Averages for the entire State Uni­
versity were: Men, 17.14; fraternity 
men, 17.17; non-fraternity men, 17.11; 
women. 21.00; sorority women, 20.48; 
non-sorority women, 21.67. The aver­
age for State*University men and 
women was 18.71: fraternity men and 
women, 18.62; non-fraternity men and 
women, 18.95. For the first time in 
over five years, the scholastic average 
of the fraternity men exceeded that 
of the non-fraternity men.
Delta Delta Delta led the sororities 
and Sigma Alpha Epsilon led the fra­
ternities for the spring quarter.
8ororlty averages, spring quarter, 
were: Delta Delta Delta, 22.81; Alpha 
Phi, 22.78; Zeta Chi, 22.45; Sigma 
Kappa, 21.52; Alpha XI Delta, 21.60; 
Kappa Delta, 20.74; Kappa Kappa 
Gamma, 19.14; Kappa Alpha Theta, 
18.87; Alpha Chi Omega. 18.80; Delta 
Gamma, 17.05.
Fraternity averages were: Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, 21.28; Kappa Sigma, 
20.12; Phi Sigma Kappa, 19.38; Sigma 
Nu, 18.82; Delta Sigma Lambda, 
18.69; Alpha Tau Omega, 17.78; Phi 
Delta Theta, 17.41; Sigma Phi Epsilon, 
16.41: Sigma Chi, 13.69.
The total of both the university men 
and women was 19.16 for spring; men, 
17.88; women, 20.94. That quarter the 
fraternity men averaged 18.01 while 
the non-fraternity men totaled 17.72; 
sorority women. 20.36; non-sorority 
women, 21.70.
Billings Students
Are Party Guests
Mrs. L. B. McMullen. Prof. N. C. 
Abbott and seven students of the East­
ern Montana Normal school at Bill- 
Infs were tbe dinner guest* of gradu­
ates of that school recently in Corbin 
hall dining room. Following the din­
ner the group spent a social hour in 
the .North hall parlor.
Professor Gives 
Interesting Talk 
About Morocco
llr. Harry Turney-High Gives Fart* 
About Country at Weekly 
Convocation
‘There is no such place as Moroc­
co,” said Dr. Harry Turney-High, pro­
fessor of economics and sociology, at 
convocation yesterday morning in 
Main hall auditorium.
The title of Dr. Turney-HIgh’s talk 
was “Lies of Morocco." Morocco is 
the modern English name of this coun­
try. It was called Morocco centuries 
ago by the Moors, meaning “Far 
West." Fez Is the capital of this coun­
try; It is called the Holy city. It has 
more sinners and saints there than 
any other place. It Is the coolest city 
In the old empire, said Dr. Turney- 
High, the temperature is only 130 de­
grees in the shade, If you can find 
any.
Tea is the national drink of the 
country. It Is very sweet, heavy and 
pungent. The latter part of Dr. 
Turney-High'S talk consisted of stories 
told to him by an old Moor of the 
nobility, which illustrated the old cus­
toms and legends of ancient Morocco.
Price sisters, Gladys, Margaret 
and Helen,, sang two songs entitled 
'Ashes of Roses" by Woodman and 
'On 'Music’s Wings" by Mendelssohn, 
with Marjorie Dickinson piano accom­
panist.
Professor Crowder 
W ill Visit in East
Member of Music School Faculty to 
Visit Virginia Home
John Crowder, assistant professor 
in the School of Music at the State 
University, left Missoula last week 
for his home in Richmond, Va., where 
he will attend the wedding of his 
sister on August 20.
Professor Crowder gave a series of 
five lectures during the first six weeks 
of the summer session. His lectures 
were open to all summer school stu­
dents and could be taken for credit 
if desired.
Crowder’s final lecture was pre­
sented last Thursday night and was 
a summary of his four previous talks, 
which dealt with music a rt during the 
nineteenth century. In his first four 
lectures Professor Crowder discussed 
four of the most famous composers 
during the nineteenth century and 
their influence during that period. The 
coi^osers discussed were Chopin, 
Brahms, Schumann and Beethoven.
Professor Crowder spoke yesterday 
morning on music appreciation before 
members of the Montana Federation 
of Women's clubs. ,
Mountaineers Scout 
Crow Creek Section
Dr. Harry Turney-High Lectures Prof. L ittle  
To Student Body at Convocation y - Ĵ ea J  L a s t
Summer Trip\
Heart of Missions Is Destination 
For Excursionists on 
August 20
With the exception of the trip to 
Lolo Hot Springs this week-end, Mon­
tana summer school students will 
have but one more opportunity for a 
group outing in Western Montana 
j mountains before they return to their 
respective homes. The final trip of 
the year, sanctioned by the University 
authorities, will be made into the heart 
of the Mission range, north of Mis-1 
soula. on August 20. The party will
In the above picture Dr. Harry Turney-High, who. addressed the student return on AuS»st 2*-
body yesterday on "Lies of Morocco," is shown standing before the mosque of 
I Koutoubia in Narrakesch, Northwest Africa.
Schreiher 
Impressed 
By Games\
International Contests Witnessed 
By Director of Department 
Of Physical Education
"It was the most impressive, mag­
nificent spectacle I have ever wit­
nessed," said W. E. Schreiber, director 
of the Department of Physical Educa­
tion, on his arrival home this week 
after having attended the opening | 
ceremonies of thfe tenth Olympic 
games at Los Angeles, Saturday,
July 30.
“The precision of the events," said 
Professor Schreiber, “was remarkable.
Another' thing that was of consider­
able importance to the spectator was 
that athletes that were not competing 
in any of the events at the moment 
were not on the field. Even the offi-1 
cials made themselves inconspicuous 
to the audience.
"Thirty-nine countries were repre-j 
sented at the Olympic games, and the 
whole spirit or sportsmanship shown | .Uaintcnanr 
by the athletes, representing each of 
these thirty-nine countries, was some­
thing wonderful. Athletic competition 
at its present high level cannot but 
help cause better understanding and 
friendship between the different coun­
tries competing in these Olympic 
games.
'Announcement of the winner of 
each event was also one of the im­
pressive sights," Professor Schreiher 
said. “There were three large flag-1 
poles placed near the entrance to the | 
field. The middle flagpole was slightly
Students of Public Speech 
Will Hold Political Debate
Students in the summer session 
class in Argumentation under 
Darrell Parker, instructor in Eng­
lish at the State University, will 
give a public debate on the pres­
ent .political- situation, in the 
Little theater Wednesday night, 
August 17, at 8 o'clock.
Ruth Wold, Laurel, and Selmer 
Hovee. Inverness, will support 
Herbert Hoover, republican can­
didate for the presidency. Walter 
Sanford, Billings, and Rose Per- 
terson, Nashua, will advocate 
Franklin D. Roosevelt, democratic 
candidate for the presidency, 
while Robert Grantier, Missoula, 
will alone support Norman Thom­
as, candidate for the socialist 
party.
Much to Be Done 
To Better Campus 
Before Fall Term
Department Workmen 
Will Be Busy After Close 
Of Summer Session
Two Montana Mountaineers, Craig
Mrs. McMullen, wife of the presi-1 Smith and Edward Little, accompanied 
dent of the Billings school, is in Mis- by Wayne Byall, a member of the 
•oula attending the Federation of I Washington Alpine club, returned this 
Womens clubs convention. Sho ad-! week from a five-day scouting trip 
dressed the convention Tuesday morn- tnU) the Crow Creek section of the 
Ing. Professor Abbott, head of the!Mission mountains,. The
history department of the normal 
school, is conducting the second an­
nual Montana environment tour which 
is a feature of the Billings summer 
session.
Members of the party are: Marie 
8tnnch, Genevieve Smith. Mary Dlm- 
Ich. Irene Hendershott, Mary Antilla. 
Franklin Dorfler and Leon Riddle.
Summer school students who at­
tended the dinner were: Margaret 
Hunt. Mildred Vejtsa. Ellen McKwen. 
Vera Hall. Anne Welnschrott. Louise 
Warnke. Mary Louise Nelson. Idle 
Combe, Ena Rathe, Lillian Schati, 
Charles Beardsley and Mr. and Mrs. 
Willard Paulson.
XEW COURSE TO BE ADDED I 
IX PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT:
territory
which they covered, they declared to 
he the most rugged of any section in 
the whole range, some lakes and some 
peaks being almost impossible to 
reach.
Before returning to Missoula the 
hikers drove around Flathead lake. 
At the end of the Finley point road 
they reported finding a delightful 
bathing beach. The water at the point 
was warm—69 degrees Fahrenheit 
The temperature of the water was 
taken at various other stops on the 
lake and was found to vary from 74 
to $2 degrees, within the range of what 
is consldeicd to be the most suitable 
for swimming.
EDUCATION XO. 2 WINS
Work on the general improvement 
of the campus will continue after 
summer session has closed. Although 
a great deal has already been done, 
the opening of the regular school will 
see several more improvements.
The lamp posts which will be in­
stalled along Maurice avenue from 
University avenue to North hall are 
of a new type. They are made in three
higher than the two flanking it. The I P*eces» 80 *bat in case of damage to I soap be substituted for the usual cake 
one of the sections the whole post 
does not have to be replaced. The 
bases for these are being cast sep­
arately at the university work-shop.
Six new tennis courts will be ready 
for the students to use. A new con-
Originally it had been planned to 
have no trip on the final ’Week-end of 
the summer quarter, but many stu­
dents have signified their desire for 
another and more extensive trip into 
the mountains before they return to 
their homes. Prof. J. W. Severy and 
Prof. Paul Bischoff, who have directed 
the earlier trips, will not be able to 
accompany the excursionists on Au­
gust 20, but Prof, and Mrs. Edward 
Little will be in charge.
The party will leave Main hall at 1 
o’clock Saturday afternoon, August 20, 
and drive to the forest service public 
camp grounds on Lindbergh lake, 83 
miles from Missoula. The automobile 
trip will be made up the Blackfoot 
canyon to Clearwater and then north 
through the Cleqrwater river drainage 
past Salmon, Seeley, Alva, Inez, Rainy 
and Summit lakes to within two miles 
of Holland .lake. Here camp will be 
made and those who do not wish to 
spend' the night at the Captain Laird 
lodge wilf camp out under the stars.
In the morning the dunnage will be 
loaded onto pack horses and the party 
will trek over a beautiful mountain 
trail to the base camp at Lagoon lake, 
nine miles from the highway. Lagoon 
lake is located in the center of a 
glaciated region which includes seven 
glaciers, eight major peaks and 15 
lakes within a radius of two miles. 
Here many interesting and inspiring 
hikes may be taken or the members 
of the party can loaf, swim or ride. 
Turquoise lake, a gem of the Mission 
range, will be but a quarter of a mile 
from the base camp. The camp will 
be above brush line, making it de­
lightfully easy to stroll through the 
timber.
Food and utensils will be furnished 
and^ sleeping bags if requested. How­
ever, members of the party should 
provide themselves with a few useful 
camp articles, such as a flashlight, 
j  camera, compass, large pack sack for 
lever-night hikes and toilet articles. It 
is suggested that a tube of shaving
Pole Vault Champion Was 
Pupil of Russell Sweet
Bill Miller, the young American 
who scoffed at gravity last week 
to set a recognised world’s record 
in the pole vault a t the Olympic 
games In Los Angeles, Is a former 
protege of Russell Sweet, summer 
school student and former Grlssly 
track star. Miller only last spring 
transferred to Stanford from Men­
lo Junior college, where Sweet 
has been coaching track and 
where next year the former Mon­
tana man will take over the duties 
of director of athletics.
"That’s what makes this-; coach­
ing business interesting," Sweet 
s a i d  in reference to Miller's 
achievement "There Is no greater 
thrill, from the coaches viewpoint, 
than that which comes with seeing 
a pupil receive world-wide ac­
clamation."
Deiss Ends 
South Fork 
Survey Task
Associate Professor of Geology 
Returns With Data on 
Limestone Layers
Four Conference 
Games Are Listed 
On 1933 Schedule
Stanford. University Replaces 
Foe; Traditional Rivals 
To Meet Grizzlies
flag that represented the country 
which had an athlete win an event was 
run up the center pole. Second and 
third place flags were run up the 
other two. The official Olympic Game 
band would then play the national
soap, as it is much easier to carry and 
is not so messy.
A set of light and one of heavy hik 
ing clothes should be included in the 
excursionist’s wardrobe, as weather 
Is sometimes extreme both ways
Montana State University Grizzlies 
will play one less conference game 
n the fall of 1933 than will be played 
this fall, according to the 1933 sched­
ule made out by graduate managers 
at the Pacific Coast conference meet- 
ng in Pasadena, Calif., recently. The 
1933 schedule calls for games with 
Oregon State, Washington State, Idaho 
and Stanford. But one of the games, 
the Washington State contest, will be 
played in Missoula.
The 1933 schedule is different in 
some respects from those of recent 
years. The University of Washington, 
which has become a traditional foe of 
the Grizzly, will not* meet Montana a 
year from this fall. Montana has 
locked horns with the Seattle school 
almost consistently since 1920.
The game with Stanford university 
will be the second one in the history 
of the Montana school. The f irs t! 
schedule Montana played after its ad­
mission to the Pacific Coast confer­
ence in 1924 included Stanford, but 
since that time the two teams have 
never: met. The 1933 game will be 
played in the Stanford stadium at Palo 
Alto, Calif.
Oregon State, Washington State and 
Idaho appear as usual on the Mon­
tana schedule. Last year Montana 
played all three of these schools and 
will repeat this year and in the fall 
of 1933.
Measuring the thickness of Paleo­
zoic limestone layers in certain West- 
tern Montana mountains was the ob- 
Ijective of a geologic survey recently 
made by Dr. Charles S. Deles, asso­
ciate professor of geology. A. H. Me- 
|Nare, junior geologist, and William 
lO’Pulky, packer, accompanied Dr. 
Deiss. The party left Missoula early 
In the summer, returning August 15< 
Their general route followed a 
southward loop which had its begtu- 
|nlng and terminus at the Spotted Bear 
ranger station, 48 miles up the South 
Fork of the Flathead, sonth of Coram. 
The party measured the limestone 
layers of the Spotted Bear, Pentagon, 
Lone Butte and Pagoda mountains, 
and also various parts of the Conti­
nental divide.
These limestone layers are of In­
teresting formation, as they contain 
Qm j numerous fossils of primitive and 
ancient forms of life. On this one 
trip more than two hundred pounds of 
fossils, representing life in the Cam­
brian, Devonian and Mlsslsslppian 
geologic periods were found. An area 
of 140 square miles was mapped in de­
tail.
The party plans to make a similar 
survey soon. The region of their work 
this time will be along the Dearborn 
and Sun rivers.
Misfortune struck at the Deiss party 
but once during its long stay In the 
remote mountain area. On Sunday, 
July 3, Irwin Geary, a parker for tho 
party, was injured seriously when he 
was stepped on by a horse. Dean T. C. 
Spaulding of the School of Forestry, 
Dr. J. W. Dobbins of Missoula and For­
est Ranger Louis Sousley of the Big 
Prairie station made the 17-mllo jour­
ney from the station to the Deiss camp 
to administer to the patient and bring 
him out in an improvised litter for 
hospital attention. The trip was made 
over one of the roughest trails In tho 
northwest
At the ranger station the patient 
was loaded into an airplane and 
rushed to Missoula. Geary was re­
leased from the hospital but a short 
time ago.
Margaret J. Brown 
To Visit New York
Mrs. Lucille Jameson Armxliy 
Fill Vncnncj Here
Garden City Band
Will Play Tonight\
anthem of the country winning first cre*e wa'*c "*** be •>u*' *n r̂om light slicker, perferably three-quarter the court house lawn. The program
The scoreboard would then r J ha11 t0 the men'8 *-vmnaslum
Margaret J. Brown, secretary of the 
Public, Service division of the State
-------------- | University, has submitted her reslg-
The Missoula City band, directed by nation, effective the middle of Septem- 
George Lawrenson, will offer another ber. She will leave for New York City 
of their weekly concerts tonight on shortly after that time.
place,
veal the name and time of the
length, is advisable. Good hiking I which follows
South hall has been given a g en e ra l!. M , -_. .. | . . ...........  I shoes, big enough for two or three o clock:
start
‘There was also-a chorus of onei1 enovating. The walls of all the room sLajr 0f thick inner soles, are essential March, The Western World, Che-
......................  - - > have been washed and starched and i . . . .  i
the floor in the dining hall has been 
refinished.
thousand trained voices that lent en­
chantment to the scene. The Olympic 
Games official flag was a series of 
six circles on a field of white. The 
circles represented the six original 
Greek states."
—calked shoes are perferable.
For those making the trip without
, cars the cost of the week’s outing will 
The woodwork in the Forestry and . *0 .  ̂ ... . *. , . .............................. . . .  be $24. There will be a $4 deduction
, for those with cars and a $2 deduction 
for those bringing their own sleeping 
bag.
Registration for the trip should be 
completed by 4 o'clock Tuesday after­
noon, August 16. Further information 
F c d t U T B  P o o l  P a r t y  can be obtained from Miss Jessie Cam-
_________ bron at the President’s office or from
Dr. Little.
nette; musical legend, The Argonauts, 
Barnhouse; march, Vlborg Enterprise, 
Smith; overture, Lustsplel, Keler, 
Bela; selection, George Washington, 
Jr., Cohan; march, Trouplng Days, 
King; overture, Greeting, M a h i l ;  
march. The Air Pilot, Brazil.
Since her graduation from the Uni­
versity In 1930, Miss Brown has been 
secretary of this division. While in 
'school she wag president ’ of Mortar 
Board, honorary senior women’s or­
ganization, and a member of Delta 
Gamma.
Mrs. Lucille Jameson Armsby, for­
mer assistant registrar, will take Miss 
Brownes position. Mrs. Armsby ar­
rived the first part of the week.
Swimming Contests
buildings Is being repainted.
Most of this work will be completed
According to Professor Schreiber. Ibetorc middle of 3eptember 
the Canadian athletes made the most | 
impressive group in the opening cere­
mony, with their red coats and white 
trousers, and the Italians next with
their flashy green silk shirts, green 
sashes and white trousers. Each group i ' . . . ..  . . .  , „ _  _. - Of the many summer school activi-iof athletes came marching on the . . .— —  .
field with military precision and e x - | 'ie8 wh,ch ha¥e made IUe
s e t n e s s ,  w i t h  o n s  o f  t h e i r  m e m b e r s  j  ' o r  ‘ ” 1  , w “ g _  ^ !  Students Terminate
carrying their country's flag. Greece
in^the^rear*^' ^  United States students enrolled in regular j ________  J Graduate and former students of Montana State University will be
Mrs. t. e. Smalley recorded high we** rePresented in the public schools of the state next year. Those
Public Schools of State Employ
Graduates and Former Students
j Many Will Take Teachers’ Positions for the First Time While Others 
Will Return to Former Posts
Dr. F. O. Smith, head of the Depart- 
*♦*1 of Psychology, says that his de­
ltas offered advantages of major im­
portance. Besides the large number! 
of 
____________________  J classes, many others have taken ad-
_  . .  ,  .  . .  j  vantage of the opportunities orrefed | score for women when g|X-week's I who are taking positions for the first time, and the schools at whichSmith S  A rticle  bjr e po° ' „T e c  lmax“f,he 8W '"' session bridge tournament closed they will teach, are: T. A. Bruner, Harlem; Alice Burdick, Clara'
7* J»  th? 8wl” min* I recently at North hall. Angelo Geary Miriam Barnhill. Victor; Flos.leO--------------- -------------------- -
P . | eiI*n a¥ U ¥ |waa high among the men In the sea- Brace, Sunburst; Margaret ColJlton.juiaxrllle; Karl F. Sykes, Big Sandy;
j resu ts o e events were as jgon»g p j ^  1 Potomac; Mrs. Severena Crlpps, Chin-1 Louise Tendeland, Belfry; W. A.
The American Game, official pub- . f 1 High scores for the evening's play- ook; Lowell JL Dailey, Plentywood; j White. Joliet; Roy E. Wood, Manhat-
UcaUon of the American Game asso-j 140*Jrard sty,e (m t^ “~I“ rri'|l* ig  went to Miss Mila Parkins and Eleanors Dyer, Virginia City; Virginia U w  Hlldegarde Wefsburg, Sidney, 
elation, has asked of E. J. Woolfolk. j80n* rtson, secon . |H arry Adams. Miss Parkins ranked IEldrldge, Comertown; Karl W. Erick-Jan^ K*rtha Wedom, Belgrade.
second during the entire season, but Ison, Plains; Kenneth Fowell, Ennis; I Those who are returning and their 
through a mistake was awarded first Dexter Fee, Darby; Caroline Griffith,(schools are: Flossie Bruce, Sunburst:
140-yard free style (men)
Ison, first; Robertson, second
Education No. 2. due to consistent I managing editor of the Forestry Kal- | 21A second* 
uln the summer school Kitten Bmll Imin% annual publication of the State 
part meat is adding a three-credit j league, has cinched first place in the University forestry students, to repub- 
ceurae tu philosophy for the fall and standing. The team, captained | ifsli an article appearing in the 1932
winter quarters and a five-credit I bT James Morrow, has lost but one entitled "Game Management In 
conrat tn ethics for the spring quarter |******• I the Inland Empire" by Glen A. Smith,
uf 1133. The Psychology of Child De-J 1 r 1 " 1 |associate regional forester of district (
vetopment and the Systematic course Misses Harriet Unn. Viola Jacobs No. 1. j (Russell Sweet), first; Miss O’Malley.
I* Psychology will be offered daring land Helen Smith, students on the cam-1 Gene Harrison, director of education! ^seomdi Harrison, third.
Ika taU quarter this year instead of la! pus this summer, spent the week-end J of the American Game association, j wi- ■ • 1 ...........■■■»
the winter and spring quarters, as has in Glacier park, guests of Mr. and (says that "consenrationists declare! Ted Stark of Chicago was a campus | members and their
| very sound article.**
20-yard free style (women)—Mary* 
Ibeth Clapp, first. Time, 14.1 seconds.] 
j 100-yard free style (men)—Erik Ha,! 
J  first; Grantier, second; Robertson.! 
fthird.
Diring — Miss Przymszykierwics!
N #  done tn the past. Mvs, Richard Smith of Missoula. ! visitor during the week.
place Thursday evening for the six Drummond; Raymond Gerber, Sidney; |Clifford frum p. St Ignatius; Velma 
weeks. Miss Ann Reely and Miss Theo F. D. Haines, Ennis; Pauline Haines.]Dye, Lonepine; A. Lawrence Dean, 
Donnelly, social directors, wish to {Lambert; Elizabeth McKenzie, Gerald- Reed Point; Georgia Fisher, Augusta;
take this means of rectifying their line; Virginia McGInmpby, Melstone; Mrs. Genevieve Fitzgerald, Lodge
error. j Edward George Markin, Willow Creek; j Grass; Thomas V. Hogg. Ring!Ing;
According to Miss Reely. the sum-1 Helen Putney, Nozon; Car) Peterson Eva H. Klrscb, Elkton, Oregon; Cath-
mer bridge parties have been very {Thompson Falls; Mary V. Row, trine Phillips, Hinsdale; Frederick T. 
well attended by students, faculty {Brady; Garry E. Robertson, Conrad; I Stewart, Ringling; Robert Sonneman, 
Ivea and bus- j Velma E. Rhodes, Harlowton; Henry j Nashua, and Marion L  Smith, Liv- 
jfiecrest, Malta; Martha Sherman, I ingston.(bands.
T H E  M O N T A N A  K A I M I N Wednesday, August 10,
The Montana Kaimin
Published weekly during the Summer Session by the Associated 
Students ot the State University ot Montana.
Entered as second-class matter a t Missoula, Montana, under act of 
Congress, March 3, 1879.
______________ Subscription price, 32.60 per year.______________
Printed by the School ot Journalism Press 
afS^ f e >65
MYRTLE A. CLIFFORD________________:____ «________ EDITOR
BETTY FOOT....__..... t________ _ ___ _ ____ ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Well?
Do you find the town in which you are teaching a poor excuse of- 
a place, without civic pride? Is the school system inferior to the one 
in which you taught last? And the students? Do you feel that they 
have a low I.Q.? A poor lot, really? And your predecessor, a very 
poor teacher, who just didn’t teach them anything? “Well, what is 
your remedy?”
It is so easy to find fault with all the world if that were all that 
were necessary; but if we intend to do something about the situa­
tion, the problem becomes something else again. And the tendency 
to find fault grows on us. We compare, unfavorably, this place with 
the last one that was lucky enough to have had us as a teacher; first 
the comparison is made mentally, but soon, disgruntled and unhappy, 
we make open comment. Our acquaintances endure the complaining; 
a good, brutal friend would be a great asset at such a time. “Well, 
what are you going to do about it?” he would ask, and perhaps sug­
gest an answer, “There’s a train out every day at five o’clock.”
Sane Pedagogy
A mother, writing for a woman’s magazine, once said she would 
rather have the teacher of her child spend the hours from four to six 
in playing a snappy game of tennis, hiking in the woods, fishing, or 
recreating in some other way, than in grading papers, making out 
lesson plans, or studying the next day’s assignment. A wise mother 
surely. She knows that much poor teaching is due to draggled, cob­
webby minds that need to be swept out by outdoor air and sunshine, 
that wits are sharpened and humor restored by a bout with the wind 
on some high climb. Disciplinary problems assume their proper per­
spective and teaching and teacher are enjoyed instead of endured.
Taxpayers and parents used to feel that unless teachers stayed at 
the building until six o’clock, and brought work home, they were not 
earning their salary. This woman's attitude is pleasantly different If 
only teachers themselves were so advanced!
Does It Matter?
“What will it matter,” an editorial writer asks, "What will it mat­
ter, fifty years from now, whether I get the material things I now 
want so badly?” He observes that the things he once wanted so des­
perately now seem rather foolish, and wonders if things that now 
seem so important will not, fifty years from now, seem just as foolish 
and vain., Perhaps, but—
It’s a pathetic thing to see a “gay old dog” trying to be collegiate. 
Years when such behavior would have been seemly, or at least less 
unseemly, he was the mainstay of younger brothers and sisters; he 
had to keep his nose to the grindstone, and count the pennies. But 
the younger brothers and sisters, when they grow up and can support 
themselves, are ashamed of Old Joe and his efforts to retrieve his 
callow youth. Joe isn’t happy, either; in moments of extreme clarity 
he perhaps looks at his brothers and sisters and wonders if the result 
is worth it.
“Well,” said an old lady whose life had been one long effort to 
make ends meet, but whose old age was to be one of comparative 
ease, “I enjoy the car all right, but if only I could have had it even 
ten years ago! ”
Perhaps the things that count for the most in life are development 
of character, the way we do our work, the extent to which we keep 
faith with friends and neighbors; still most of us are not ascetics. 
Material things, good cars, beautiful homes, stylish clothes do matter 
now, and whether we have them now will matter fifty years from 
now, too.
What Price Experience?
It has been estimated that some five thousand schools closed last 
spring without completing a full nine months’ session. Hundreds of 
these schools and colleges will not be financially able to reopen this 
fall, and others will be forced to curtail, very drastically, the educa­
tion they have been offering the boys and girls of their communities. 
The children will, perhaps, not be rebellious about this, at least not 
now. But after a-few years they will realize that they have been done 
out of opportunities that have always been considered the right of 
American children, that because of gross mismanagement somewhere 
along the line school privileges for-them have been shortened and 
inadequate. If they,'in their adulthood, might devise methods of pre­
venting a recurrence of such unhappy conditions the experience could 
be turned to account. But that is perhaps too much to hope for. Man 
learns by experience— -his own.
This is the last Kaimin of the summer session. If you have obeyed 
our injunction not to work too hard, to take all the trips, to enjoy 
life, and recreate, you will realize that it’s just as well that it is the 
last. You’d not have time to read another one anyway, what with all 
the work you haven’t got done.
We asked our favorite waiter the other day if there were any cal­
ories in iced tea. “No,” he said, after inspecting the glass. “That 
must come off the ice.”— Record-Herald.
As we understand it, to be a good Communr-t a worker must pro­
test violently when he hasn't a job and go on strike the moment he 
gets one.— Judge. .  (
An officeholder never knows how many constituents are back of 
him until they begin to kick.
The depression can’t last forever. But then, neither can we. 
Traffic is only as dense as the people who drive the cars.
T E L L A R
IE C R E T S
Revelations of X-rays, Cosmic Rays, 
Violet Rays and the Ragle Rye 
On the University Campos
As Stellar site here thinking of a 
farewell speech and reviewing the 
summer’s activities, she wonders what 
next summer's columnist will find to 
ramble about.
Depression has been run in the 
ground—
'Besides, that will be taken care of 
by. the right party this fall.
The unemployment question—yes, 
stills all polished and ready for busi­
ness.
Election will have come and passed 
■We’ll recall the officeseeker gassed 
and gassed
How we stood it for a while 
Listening to his hooey with a smile 
Until our patience ran aground 
We broke his head and therein found 
Excelsior.
(With apologies to Vernon Shaw.)
Conventions, tdo, will be passe 
Oh, come on, let's all be gay!
Jump in the.-plane, and go for a sail 
And let the old world wail and wail!
.Bedtime story: “Now,” said the
mother, “you know where the bad 
boys go.”
“Oh, yes,” answered Dorothy, “they 
go everywhere."
Did you read about the man whose 
speech was restored by the kick of a 
mule? We wonder what he said.
I t  seems only fitting and proper that 
the Olympics should be discussed and 
cussed since the female sex appears 
in .the headlines.
They tell Stellar, t je  boys’ events 
don’t draw halt the crowd the girls' 
do.
The women may yet solve this-de- 
pression.
_____  a
“HENS KEEP SCHOOL GOING.” 
(Headline in Spokesman-Review.)
Chicago might start chicken farm­
ing
—or build service stations.
Service Plus
Let me live in a  house by the side 
of a  road where the tourists’ cars'go 
by; where loose wheels creak and bum 
brakes squeak, and Fords go clanking 
by; where bewhiskered men with fam­
ilies of ten, and sunburned women 
sigh; where pet dogs howl, babies 
yowl and radiators boil bone dry.
Let me wake to the smell of gaso­
line and burned-out cylinder oil; of 
short-circuited wires and scorching 
tires and cars that steam and boil. 
Let me learn the purr of a Cadillac, 
the drone of a Chevrolet, the snappy 
sound of a Pontiac, and the roar of 
an old coupe. ,
Let me learn to love the call of the 
road, with all its noise and blare; let 
me find a place by the side of the 
road, and build a station there.— 
(Facetious Fragments, Spokesman Re­
view.)
Stellar believes this should be listed 
under, occupations, "where there is 
still room.” Get in early “while there 
is still room.”
Adopt the slogan of the Finnish, 
“In at the finish,” inspired at the 
Olympics when Nurmi was declared 
ineligible.
Bright spots in business: Paper 
factories have again opened for busi­
ness. The demand for wrapping paper 
has increased over 100 per cent in the 
last two weeks, due, I have heard, to 
the seminar classes in education.
During an unofficial meeting of 
various students enrolled in these 
classes, held on the Main hall walk 
last week, it was decided that a reso­
lution be sent to the maintenance 
board of the university, suggesting:
Whereas, during this period of de­
pression all economies must be prac­
ticed ;
Whereas, much good paper is act­
ually being wasted that could be used 
to good advantage;
Whereas, the classrooms must have 
the interiors redecorated every so 
often, anyway;
We, as mere students, submit for 
your approval the following sugges­
tion: That the multitude ot graphs 
be plastered on the walls and as each 
room fills up shift the classroom and 
keep on rotating. We ask your serious 
consideration of the matter. - I t has 
already been okayed by next summer’s 
classes.
Duty calls, Stellar must obey 1 
And make a graph for Monday. 
Farewell—
Who's Who 
On the Campus
It hasn’t  been altogether an easy 
matter, at times this summer, to say 
just who was who on the campus. 
Successive conferences and conven­
tions have lent pleasing variety to the 
1932 summer programme here, but 
they have brought a bewildering lot 
of such distinguished men and women 
who have come and gone—today of us 
and with us and tomorrow on their 
way—that we have some of the time 
lost track even of ourselves. But now 
we are by ourselves for the rest of 
the summer quarter and we all seem 
to be here yet—present and accounted 
for. This week and next—then we’ll 
be skipping away or staggering away 
or dragging away after the summer 
of combined study and recreation. 
Those of us who have followed Presi­
dent Clapp’s advice—have taken his 
prescription—and have not worked 
too hard but have combined study, 
exercise and recreation in the right 
proportions will feel better for the 
summer and its performance. If we’ve 
taken an overdose of study in spite 
of Dr. Clapp's admonition, or if we’ve 
relaxed too intensively—well, it’s just 
too bad for us, that’s all.
They are fortunate who have class­
room acquaintance with'LucIa Mirrie- 
lees, member of the faculty of the 
English department. They have 
learned how important a factor is 
Miss Mirrielees in the who’s who 
directory of the Montana campus and 
they are not backward in their ex­
pression of appreciation. But Miss 
Mirrielees extended the range of the 
student friendship which is hers when 
she undertook the arrangement and 
direction of Gaiety Night during the 
week of the summer writers’ confer­
ence. She lifted that unique pro­
gramme out of the list of trite affairs 
and made of it one of the incidents 
of the summer quarter which will be 
checked in red letters. It was a real 
night of gaiety and deserved the large 
audience which filled the seating 
capacfty of the gymnasium and edged 
out into the standing room. By her 
ingenious initiative and her indefa­
tigable energy she won high rating in 
the ranks of who's who. The “per­
formers” that night recognized that 
fact—the audience liked the show but 
not all of them knew to whom credit 
was due for its success. So here’s 
placing the gracious lady in her mer­
ited place in the sun.
When summer students make their 
awards of merit, Honorable Mention 
(capitals intentional) will certainly 
be made to Joe Severy and Paul 
Bischoff who have handled the week­
end outings so smoothly and so satis­
factorily. I t’s a good deal of a stunt 
to take care ot these hikes and drives 
and camps, their range is so wide and 
their character so varied that versa­
tility in leadership is essential to 
their success. That the trips made 
this summer have been successful is 
the consensus of all who have par­
ticipated in them. There has been ex­
pressed so much of sincere apprecia­
tion of the efforts of the Severy- 
Bischoft team that they win without 
any dispute places in, the permanent 
list of who’s who. And the fine part 
of it is that they share the pleasure 
bf those who have followed their 
leadership on these week-ends.
Even with the throng present dur­
ing the days of the convention of the 
clubwomen, the campus seemed rather 
a deserted place—“Doc” Schreiber 
wasn’t  here. He’s back now and the 
place seems natural; once more he’s 
riding herd on the band of splashers 
in the swimming pool and things are 
as they should be. The campus with­
out “Doc” is a watch without its main­
spring—you don’t see what makes the 
wheels go ’round, but when he’s here 
they move smoothly and there’s just 
the right click to the ignition. The 
queer part of this situation is that he 
says he doesn’t  care for it—but the 
first thing he said when he got back 
from California was “I’m glad' to get 
back.” The pleasure is mutual. The 
campus is glad to have him back and 
doesn’t wish to have any more coast- 
conference sessions held on dates that 
will take him away when there’s any­
thing doing In the big gym.
SUMMER CLASSROOMS A N D  ST U D Y  HALLS
The “Lost and Found" sign is down 
this week from the information booth 
at the telephone exchange and Patricia 
Regan and her assistants are no long­
er smilingly endeavoring to locate 
Mrs. Smith for Mrs- Jones and are not 
saying—smilingly, again—“The stair­
way at your left leads to the assembly 
hall” or “The Forestry building is at 
the end of the walk south -from this 
building." They are having a  com­
paratively peaceful time these days, 
though they have plenty of questions 
to answer every day, but theirs is not 
this week the life of an encyclopedia 
or the function of a  general directory. 
But, it you have missed somebody 
from this column who you think 
should have been here, just inquire at 
the telephone booth—“Pat” knows 
who’s who and where to find Min­
or her.
The Key-Picture o f the Campus
A  Popular Debate Ground
Whatever the memories carried 
away from the university campus at 
the end of the summer quarter, it is 
not unlikely that there will always re­
main mental pictures of the shaded 
,lks and the bowered corners which 
have given to summer study that Mon-, 
tana flavor of comfort, even in the! 
days of high temperatures. Campus 
nooks and corners have been study 
halls for many of the summer stu­
dents—any afternoon finds lone stu­
dents with books and.papers spread 
upon the grass, or groups engaged in 
discussion of something that has been 
or is to be. brought up in assigned 
work. The outdoor student confer­
ence has supplanted the "bull ses­
sion” of the winter—and it has been 
very much a worth-while contact. 
There have been some classes con­
ducted on the turf in the maple grove 
or under the elms—they have provided 
an ideal picture of what summer study 
should be. A more comfortable way 
of recitation or of taking lecture notes 
:an hardly be imagined. So the mem­
ory of the shaded campus is likely to 
be more vivid and lasting to those who 
have enjbyed tills sort of study and 
lass work than the recollection of | 
classroom or laboratory. Rest and 
study—benefit and relaxation are not 
incompatible. The. Montana campus' 
in this 1932 summer has proved that 
to a  good many tortunates and here 
are some of the .pictures that will be j 
carried home by not a few. They are 
pictures wMoh visualize the underly­
ing idea of summer work at Montana.!
Many Lessons Learned Here
An Invitation to Rest
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to the B itter Root 
Divide and Hot Springs 
Through the Lolo Pass
—  m  _ w .  y y  -  'scratched their way, digjpn* the oldf / n  t  t  i t t r  M \ O O t  [pathway » bit deeper alt (hr While!
______  _ (through the years.
is one of the “natural pass**") 
ogh the hills.
Famous Name-
tsociated with the history of Lolo | 
are many names which are prom-1 
iinent in Montana's story. Father De-|
pm, |  Seek-end Trip of the Sumner Will Take Travelers Over a j » i ,  Father Ravalli, chief Joseph 
Famous Trad Into a Region of Great Interest and Past land hi* lieutenant. Looking Glass; j
Important Milestones in Montana History
chednle eek-1 is marked now by a bronze tablet.
: Captain Rawn, Major Owen, Amos 
Buck, Jerry Johnson—with each name i 
a story and with some of them more!
Lolo? There
Condadlng Hi; — ------ ---- ---------. ---------------------- ---- -   ----------------- | th4n one
end trips for this summer. Dr. J. W. placed by the Daughters of the Her-1
itKvrrr will conduct Saturday's party olutJon. Here will be a brief halt In Whence the name, 
nn Lolo pass to the hot springs and Saturday's Jaunt and a bit pf study of havc b*«n maD>' answers to this query. 
L  J C ^ m m l t  of the Bitter Hoot I the terrain. That which Is most generally accepted
Into the Idaho Clearwater Over the first part of Saturday's!** t*lat *l ** **la Sellsh'corruption of 
§ {trail, plodded Father DeSmet in 1841,
It will be a one-day trip but every I on bis way to locate the first mission 
mile of It will lie fraught with In- In this region—to be known later as 
lertat and attraction. It Is an appro- |8t. Mary'i 
prlale finale to a carefully arranged
■  |  tor roati aaents ocrtorinea some 0 1 1 — -— -----
-the baptismal 
I name of the Selish sub-chief for whom
range **'■' 1  I . .. -.a. -• |  the name Lawrence—a half breed trap­
per who lived in this region for a long! 
(time and who died and was buried! 
(there. The Selish had difficulty with) 
Along this trail the Plummer band j JJ*e pronunciation of some of our! 
Hummer programme. It will afford a I f d g pe f m d of names. Ariee, for instance, was their j 
of enjoyment and Interest (their most daring and dastardly e x -lway of saying Henrmaximum
Right — Trail talks break 
into the whirr of the auto­
mobile as * the week-enders 
pause to listen to stories of 
Lolo's past, to accounts of 
stirring events in its history 
or to descriptions of topog­
raphy, botany or geology in 
the field laboratory which the 
famous pass provides. And 
all along there is something 
to kodak.
Left—It’s a winding road, 
but its curves are easy, and 
it leads through restful, 
charming scenery of hill and 
stream, of meadow and moun­
tain slope. It skirts the flow 
of Lolo creek at times, ft 
crosses other streams which 
flow from the hills. It leads 
to the hot springs and the 
Bitter Root divide.
■2 y f r  *■' m
* >  £  V f  \  • W 5J, '• fTJ} •
at a minimum of effort—just the right i ploits in the sixties and here was the 
relaxation before the rush of the last last of the robber band captured later 
week of the quarter. and hanged by the vigilantes.
It la 38 miles from the campus to | Up Lolo pass in 1877 marched four 
the hot springs and the new forestry companies of infantry from the then
road from there over the summit adds new post at Fort Missoula, to head noon and evening meals will be served.
20 or more mites to this distance. The off Chief Joseph and his Nez Perces. It is one of the most comfortable and
road Im fine all the way, tlie scenic And down this trail a few days later enjoyable spots in the whole summer
attractions are delightful, the historic marched the wily Indian leader, hav- j programme, 
associations are intensely interesting ing outwitted his would-be captors. Over the Summit
i the town west of Missoula was named.
The Springs
Lolo Hot Springs literally gush | 
from crevices In granite walls. These 
| walls surround a basin, green and 
(shaded, through which the hot water 
j flows to mingle with the cold streams 
which have their source close a t hand. 
Towering in the midst of this basin 
is Lolo rock, a sheer pinnacle which 
is one of the characteristic landmarks 
of the place—steep, rugged, over­
shadowing, it Is a natural obelisk. The 
flow of the hot springs has been im­
pounded in a swimming pool, whose 
temperature is moderated so that it 
affords pleasant bathing—here the 
Saturday travelers will find fine sport 
j If they like the. water. If they don’t] 
jcare for swimming, there are pleasant 
(trails leading from the springs into 
the forest and along the stream. Cam- 
| eras will click busily Saturday and 
there will be some weary legs—not 
necessarily, for there is plenty of 
chance for just plain, untainted re­
laxation, but the temptation is almost 
irrestible to wander forth in one di­
rection or another.
There is a pleasant grove, where 
camp will be made and where the
and there is abundant opportunity for In Lolo pass in the early eighties 
the study of an Interesting and rather was fought the bitter struggle for 
unusya! bit of geology. right-of-way between the Union Pa-
And at Lolo Hot Springs there's a cific and Northern Pacific companies, 
swimming plunge that will remove the aiming for a route into Washington, 
mental cobwebs, restore physical This was a struggle which In in- 
vlgor and produce just the pep that’s stances developed into actual physical 
desirable for the finish of the summer, combat before truce was finally de-
The Route
Out from the university campus, the 
route will be for II  miles over the 
paved highway of the Bitter Root— 
•across the Bitter Root river, along the 
Lolo grade to where the pass joins 
tha main road. Comes then the de-| 
llgbtfully winding road up the p a s s -  
dose to the stream sometimes, then 
away up on the hillsides—through 
widening rondos, velvety with forage 
or rich with harvest, then into narrow 
canyon funnels which connect tlietfe 
mountain-hemmed vales—into the Um­
bered region where the dense shade 
makes the ride specially pleasant,— 
winding along the slopes of the can­
yon walls until suddenly a turn in the 
road reveals the springs In the midst 
of n rock formation, quaint and gro­
tesque. wrought by the freakish sculp­
ture of Nature. It is one of the most 
pleasing drives in the mountain re­
gion. Along the slopes of the pass 
great glacial boulders have been 
tossed as if by giant hands. The 
foliage Is dense. There are many 
mountain streams feeding Into the 
Lolo. There is abundant and luxuriant
dared and the rivalry adjusted. There 
may yet be seen some of the old r&il-
Between meals there will be a drive 
for those who desire it, over the for­
estry road, across the summit of the 
Bitter Roots. This road leads up the 
West Fork of the Lolo, through Pack­
er’s Meadows, down Brushy Fork to 
the Lochsa river in Idaho. The for­
estry people have done a  wonderful 
piece of roadbuilding here. The road 
itself is fine and there have been
The Bitter Root Divide
way grade which was constructed in 
that contest.
Gold seekers have tramped up and
pass, some of themgrowth all the way. ThOyinemory of down 
this ride will be appropriate for tlv 
last outing of the summer.
History Hunters aud trappers frequented
Through this pass, guided by the the pass in early days and there were 
Indian girl. Sacajawea, Lewis and many pelts and trophies of the chase 
Clark marched westward in 1805 and brought out over this trail, 
returned the following year. Where When the history of Lolo pass had 
the Lolo road diverges from the riiain its beginnings, nobody knows. The 
highway they made the camp which Indian says "Always,” when asked 
they uamed Traveler’s Rest. Here liow long the pass has been used— 
they rested their party after the try- for it was one of the thoroughfares 
ing passage over the Bitter Root between the Selish nation in the Bitter 
mountains in 1806 and overhauled'Root country and their Nez Perce 
their outfit for the eastward journey cousins in the Idaho Clearwater re- 
over the continental divide and across I gion. Moccasined feet have padded 
the plains. The site of Traveler’s Rest (along its trail and travois poles have
erected away out in the wilderness 
modern steel bridges which span deep- 
cut streams at a height which makes 
possible an easy grade. This road is
cessful and some of them with a rec-1btilH to afford quick access to a haz- 
ord of failure. ardous fire region which was formerly
difficult to reach. Between times, 
however, it makes an alluring tourist 
route. Its western section is not yet 
completed—it involves extremely diffi­
cult construction. But from this end 
lit  is admirable.
There is just about everything pres­
ent In this final programme of the 
( summer to make the trip enjoyable. 
It’s a good way to close the season.
Former Students
Are Married HereI
Hug* Ro*ldrr> la the Pa**
j Zahlia Snyder, ’31, of Missoula, was 
married to William E. Burns, Jr., for-j 
mer State University student and rcsi-! 
dent of Choteau, a t a ceremony held; 
(Monday noon at the Episcopal church; 
(of Missoula.
J After a honeymoon on Flathead lake 
|the  young couple will, make their 
I home in Butte. Out-of-town guests at 
the wedding were: Boone Rossi ter,
I Sheridan: Helda and Eleanore Mc- 
{Arthur. Butte: Gertrude Jacqueth. 
Kalispell, and Elmer Bunts, brother of 
(the groom, Choteau. 
j Mr. Burns, since his withdrawal 
• from the State University in 1929, has 
(been employed by the General Motors 
! corporation of Butte. He is a mem- 
[her of Sigma Chi. Mrs. Burns is a 
(member of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Last Week-end Trip of the Summer©VER FAMOUS 
LOLO TRAIL
Where Hot Springs Gush From Granite Ledges 
Where Nature Has Carved Quaint Rock Statues 
Where Indian Has Fought White for Thoroughfare 
Where Railroads Have Battled for Right-of-way 
Where a Faint Trail Has Become a Modern Road
To the Crest of the Bitter Root Range
Scenic, Historic, Romantic, Scientific
What Greater Variety Can Be Crowded Into One Day?
Hot Springs on a Mountain’s Summit Supply a 
Glorious Swimming Pool
GET RESTED HERE AND GET HUNGRY
Dinner and Supper in a Pleasant Grove
Automobile Drive of 100 Miles to the Springs and 
Across the Bitter Roots.
Register at the Business Office Before Thursday Night
Cost of the Trip: Residence Hall Boarders, $1.15 and $3.30; Others, $1.85 and $4
START A T  8  O’CLOCK SATU R D A Y  MORNING
TRAVELER’S REST
At the entrance to Lolo pass, Lewis and Clark in 1806 
made a long camp after their arduous crossing of the 
mountains from the west. In their journal they named this 
camp Traveler’s Rest. There is a bronze tablet at this 
spot, which marks the site and commemorates the first 
white-man’s record of the way through the Bitter Root 
range. They had gone westward the year before under 
the guidance of the girl, Sacajawea, and in the winter that 
had intervened they had reached the Pacific coast; had 
mapped the country and were now on their long journey 
home to tell the story of the northwest wilderness which 
they had penetrated. Battered and tattered, they had made 
their way through the pass and emerged upon the pleasing 
and restful spread of the Bitter Root. Their equipment 
was in need of overhauling and they, themselves, were 
wanting rest —  hence. Traveler’s Rest, the name which 
they affixed to their map to designate the spot where Sat­
urday’s excursionists will pause for a brief inspection on 
their way up to the hot springs.
FOREST HIGHW AY
In 1881 there was bitter strife between the. Northern 
Pacific and the Union Pacific companies for a right-of-way 
into Washington through Montana. Lolo pass seemed the 
natural route for the cutoff that was planned. Both com­
panies began construction —1 there are yet plainly visible 
traces of the old grading and of the construction camps 
—  but a truce was declared and work ceased. The Lolo 
trail reverted to its quietude. During the months of rail­
way rivalry there had been a good deal of genuine rough 
stuff —  partisanship ran high —  teamsters and packers 
took up the battle of the companies —  there are tales of 
lively encounters. But the latest conquest of the Lolo trail 
has been without strife. The necessities of the forest serv­
ice have developed the one-time travois track into a model 
highway over which in time of emergency are freighted 
men and supplies for combat with fires in the timber. 
Eventually this road will be extended through into Wash­
ington —  but it’s difficult and slow building on the west 
side.
INDIAN HIGHW AY
Lolo pass was an Indian thoroughfare as far back as 
the history and legend of Selish and Nez Perce reach. It 
was the summer trail for the intercourse between these 
nations —  never in Indian history a warpath but a high­
way over which the Nez Perces on the west and the Selish 
on the east journeyed back and forth on expeditions for 
trade and barter or for council as to their mutual relations 
with their hereditary foes in the eastern country. These 
two red nations were closely inter-related —  their inter­
ests were to a great extent common —  neighborly, friendly 
visits .wore the trail from the turbulent Clearwater on the 
west to the quiet Bitter Root on the east. So it became a 
much-traveled road. Though it was a peaceful trail as far 
as the Indians were concerned before we took this country 
away from them, it has been the scene of bitter strife in 
more recent times. Tragedy and comedy have been en­
acted here —  but the scenes have all possessed high dra­
matic interest. It’s a beautiful trail, too, and provides 
just the background needed for Saturday's jaunt.
JOSEPH’S TRAIL
In 1877 the peaceful trail became a warpath. Out of 
the Clearwater country Chief Joseph had led his Nez Perce 
tribesmen on their way to the Canadian country, a des­
tination which they were never to reach, despite the mag­
nificent generalship of their leader. There had been no 
effort to stop this Nez Perce hegira until the march had 
reached the lower level of Lolo pass. Here they encoun­
tered a small body of infantry, dispatched from Fort Mis­
soula to intercept them. Here was hastily constructed 
Fort Fizzle and here ensued the over-night parley which 
has become noteworthy in the story of the Nez Perce 
march. Joseph had followed the traditional highway of 
his people; he had planned to turn* north when he had 
reached Traveler’s Rest and make his way to Canada by 
the most direct route. The parley at Fort Fizzle was the 
first of a long series pf events which changed his plans, 
led him and his people on a devious march and to ulti­
mate defeat, after he had outwitted three famous generals 
of the United States army.
> ____ _
Turquoise Lake in Mission Range-—a Gem in Glorious Setting
\ 5. ^ . ; , . ^ f e  H  - t ^ r y  .,; 1
Turquoise lake is but one of 18 which can be seen on the seven-day trip under the direction of Prof. Edward Little, August 20  to 28.
Students of Anthropology Locate 
Paul Bunyan s Baseball Diamond 
And Recall First Great Contest
<y-
Montana students of anthropology, 
pondered last week over a large de­
posit of globular rocks north of the 
tennis courts, then rushed to the topo­
graphical map in Main hall and recon­
structed In the mind’s eye what they 
believe to be the world’s first baseball 
diamond. The rocks have been un­
earthed by workmen who are busy 
preparing the ground for the con­
struction of six new tennis courts, 
i The enormous diamond, according 
to those in charge of the investigation, 
was laid out with home plate on the 
present site of the campus, Mount 
Sentinel serving as backstop. F irst 
base was designated by Squaw Peak, 
many miles west of Missoula; second 
base was Mount Lolo, and third base, 
while not definitely located, was 
probably somewhere on the east side 
of the Bitter Root valley, between 
Stevensville and Rosemont.
"It is entirely possible,” declared 
one of the investigators, "that this 
was the diamond upon which Paul 
Bunyan and Hans Hansen sought to 
settle their difficulties in a sporting 
manner prior to the great battle in 
North Dakota, in which they tore up 
the earth in great chunks and left for 
posterity the desolate area known as 
the Badlands. While the legends of 
the lumbermen tell us that Paul Bun- 
yan was a great athlete, the discovery 
on the campus may be the final link 
in the chain of evidence that estab­
lishes him as the inventor of the great 
American sport. At least it indicates 
that he originated* the game of One- 
O-Cat. If the excavators can un­
earth the redwood club which we be­
lieve Paul and Hans used for a bat, 
our theory will become fact.”
The huge boulders, it is believed, 
were used by the two giant lumber­
men for baseballs. The great supply 
of boulders left by the glacier made 
it unnecessary for them to be used 
more than once and as a result, each 
time the batter missed, a new rock 
would be added to the pile. The prox­
imity of the pile to Mount Sentinel is 
such that it is entirely likely that each 
missed ball rolled up the side of the 
mountain until its force was spent 
and then tumbled down onto the pile 
that was uncovered last week. Some 
of the boulders which Paul hit will be 
seen in Lolo canyon this week-end by 
summer school excursionists.
The redwood bat which is being 
sought is thought to have come from 
the now petrified forest in Yellow­
stone National park. I t  is said that 
Paul Bunyan, on his visits to that re­
gion when he was contemplating the 
excavation of Yellowstone canyon (the 
d irt from which he piled up to make
Mount Washburn), often took occasion 
to cut one of the giant redwoods for 
a walking sticks
While it is believed Paul had the 
modern game of baseball in mind 
when he laid out the diamond in West­
ern Montana, lack of men large 
enough to take part in the game 
forced him to make revisions. Hans 
Hanson was the Only other giant of 
the ’woods at that time, so the game 
was made over for two one-man teams. 
The rules were probably the same as 
those for the game now called One- 
O-Cat.
There is evidence that Paul won the 
game. According to legends, he had a 
habit of leaving some means of identi­
fying the scene of all his great 
struggles and accomplishments. The 
three peaks south of Hamilton, known 
as the “Three Sisters,” because their 
location in respect to the huge dia­
mond is approximately the same as 
the location of the scoreboards on 
most baseball diamonds, are thought 
to. mark the final score of the con­
test—3 to 0 in Bunyan's favor.
Communication
Baby Among Babies
11 Two-year-old Girl Wanders | In Nursery Forest Without II Fear of Bears
To the Editor:
Don’t work too hard; 
Relax and rest;
Forget your books;
Enjoy the w est
Just learn the dates 
Of all events 
From Adam's fall 
To present tense.
In idle hours
Read Shakespeare’s plays; 
Peruse the books 
Of modern days.
Learn French and Greek; 
Know all the past;
And sciences 
From first to-last.
\  Forget not art;
Philosophy, too,
Should be well known 
When you are through.
Since these small tasks 
Are quickly done,
Let’s go somewhere 
And have some fun.
Let’s climb the hills,
See glacier snows,
And spend week-ends 
With buffaloes.
Don’t work too hard. 
Why, Heav’n be blest,
The Profs delight 
To see you rest.
Gold Rush!
Journalism School Printer 
Puts Paper to Bed Before 
Seeking Fortune
“If there’s gold in them thar hills, 
I’ll get my share,” is the declaration 
Of Earl Eddlemon, printer in the 
School of Journalism laboratory, as 
he looks forward to the short vacation 
period that follows the publication of 
this issue of the Montana Kaimin.
Earl has a  friend whose friend’s 
friend has a “placer diggin’s” 50 miles 
east of Helena. Last week, after con­
structing a sluice box, the owner of 
(lie claim realized a gain of $3 from 
one panful of gravel. There is room 
for another sluice box and E a rl'h as  
been invited to build it and work as 
hard as he wishes a t placer mining.
“I t will be a good vacation and it 
1 don’t get my ems and picas mixed 
with the black sand I may make a 
stake,” Earl says.
"—And I wasn’t  ’fraid 'cause my 
doggy drived the bears away,” nar­
rated two-year-old Alma Anderson to 
Miss Mary Wilson, secretary to Dean 
T. C. Spaulding of the School of For­
estry, as she awaited the arrival of 
her worried mother.
An infant among infants, little 
Miss Anderson was found wandering 
through the lanes of young trees in 
the forestry nursery north of the cam­
pus. An hour earlier she had left her 
home on Keith avenue accompanied 
by her dog. Responding to the same 
urge that sends summer school stu­
dents into the mountains on week-end 
trips, she sought wilderness and 
found it' where forests have their be­
ginning.
Brought to Dean Spaulding’s office 
by Foreman Robbins of the nursery, 
the youngster seemed little concerned 
with her return trip home but was 
willing to talk as best she could of 
her experiences in the “forest.” 
most simultaneous calls by Miss Wil­
son and Mrs. E. R. Anderson to the 
local radio station finally established 
the child’s identity and Alma and her 
“doggy” returned home to rest after 
a strenuous hike.
MOONEY HAS WORK
Thomas Mooney, ’32, in a  recent let­
ter stated that he is enjoying his 
work as public relations man in Gla­
cier National Park. Although his head­
quarters are at Belton, a great deal 
of his work includes traveling through 
the park. His work started about 
I May 15.
Mooney was editor of the Montana 
Kaimin for the school year 1931-32; 
associate editor of the Sentinel; presi­
dent of 'Sigma Delta Chi, men’s na­
tional Journalism fraternity; a mem­
ber of Silent Sentinel and a member 
of the executive board of the Inde­
pendents’ organization.
Mrs. Ella Gunther, Shelby, has been 
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. Stella 
Knaack, during the past week.
Robert McKenzie, ’28, is here from 
New York visiting his parents.
Professor W. E. Schreiber and Kirk 
Badgley are back on the campus after 
attending the Pacific Coast Conference 
meeting in Pasadena.
BEES AND STUDENTS ARGUE
TRAIL ON BOTANY JOURNEY
r. Severy’s class in systematic 
botany made a field trip into the 
upper Miller creek country last Thurs­
day. A picnic lunch was enjoyed after 
a  hike into the forest where floral 
specimens were collected. The only 
casualty of the trip occurred when a 
hive of bees disputed the right-of-way 
with several members of the party.
Mrs. M. P. Moe and Harry Adams 
were high score winners at the final 
bridge party of the season held 
North hall last Tuesday night.
Peterson to P lay
With Boston Team
Russel Peterson, State University 
football tackle for the 1928, 1929 and 
1931 seasons, has signed a contract to 
play with, the Boston Braves, profes­
sional football, team this fall.
Lud Wray, former head coach at the 
University of Pennsylvania, is coach 
of the Boston team. Several former 
Pacific Coast conference players have
signed up with the club.' Among them 
are Merle Hufford of the University 
of Washington, Hammer and Cox of 
Oregon State and George Hurley of 
Washington State.
Muscular, tall and raw-boned, Peter­
son has been one of Montana’s finest 
tackles, and has been an all-state 
choice for his last two seasons.
Peterson entered the State Univer­
sity from Custer county high school 
of Miles City in 1927, played football 
that year and made himself immedi­
ately promising as a  future outstand­
ing football star.
At present, Peterson is employed as 
a fire guard with the forest service 
in the Bonita district. He is a mem- 
meb of Phi Delta Theta, men’s social 
fraternity, and was 1932 Aber day 
manager.
MOE WINS
Sig Moe, Plentywood, won the sum­
mer school golf tournament which 
ended at the University course last 
week. Moe won his final match from 
Harry Adams, two up and one to go
The “30” Service
OFFERS PEOPLE 
OF MONTANA
Opportunity
Theta' Sigma Phi, women’s honorary journalism fra­
ternity, has created this bureau of information to furnish 
the people of Montana material on any subject in which 
they are interested —  The Development of Montana In­
dustries, Montana Opportunities, Montana History, Mon­
tana People, or book reviews and information on subjects 
of general interest. For the paper to be written, or the 
speech to be given, write to the “30” Service for the 
needed material.
Rates;
50 cents per thousand words of notes.
$1 .00  per thousand words of composition. •
Write to: *
T H E  “3 0 ” S E R V IC E
Theta Sigma Phi School of Journalism
1895-1932
T h ir t y -s e v e n
YEARS AGO the State University 
of Montana opened its doors for fhe 
beginning of the work which has 
since w on for it h igh standing  
amongst the educational institutions 
of the country— it is in the Class A 
group of A m erican  u n iversities
Tuesday, September 27
Opens the 1932-1933 Year
Freshman Registration will be W ednesday, September 28 . Students with ad­
vanced standing will be registered Friday, September 30. These 
rules govern the admission of students as freshm en:
ADMISSION ON CERTIFICATE
Graduates of any Montana high 
school or academy fully accredited 
by the State Board of Education, or 
of any high school or academy in 
another state accredited by the North 
Central Association, are admitted to 
regular standing by the presentation 
of an official certificate o f gradua­
tion.
Graduates of any other secondary 
schools outside of Montana are ad­
mitted under similar conditions, if 
the school maintains, on the basis of 
regular inspection, accredited rela­
tionship with the State University or 
other university within the state in­
cluded in the membership of the 
Association of American Universities.
ADMISSION BY EXAMINATION
Any person not a graduate of an 
accredited high school must, in order 
to be admitted to regular standing, 
pass satisfactory examinations on not 
less than fifteen units of secondary 
school work; provided, that any 
graduate of a Montana high school 
accredited by the State Board of 
Education for the work of only one,
two, or three years, may receive 
entrance credit without examinations 
upon such work as has been success-' 
fully completed in such accredited 
courses, as shown by official certifi­
cates.
Those who expect to take entrance 
examinations must notify the Regis­
trar in advance, stating what subjects 
they desire'to offer by examination. 
.For the academic year 1931-32 the 
examination days are September 18 
and 19, and for the winter and spring 
quarters by special arrangement.
CONDITIONAL ADMISSION
The entrance requirement of grad­
uation from a four years’ accredited 
high school course may be modified 
in individual cases by permitting the 
conditional admission o f a student if 
he has at least fifteen entrance units 
and has been in regular attendance 
in a fully accredited high school for 
four years. To acquire regular stand­
ing such student must present a total 
of sixteen entrance units. He m ust. 
make up the number lacking in one 
year from the date o f his first regis­
tration.
Freshman Week Is Important
It is essential that all freshmen present themselves for registration on Septem­
ber 27. The first week on the University calendar is known as Freshman week 
and the days from Monday to Saturday are devoted to familiarizing new. stu­
dents with the ways o f University life. No regular classes are held but the 
freshman is given instruction in the rules of the institution; advice and guidance 
are offered in the selection o f courses and the arrangement of the student’s 
time; there is special attention given to the effective use of the library; ex­
planation is made of the requirements which concern both the academic and 
social life of the student at the University. Everything practicable is done dur­
ing this week to prepare the freshman for his college work. The differences 
between high-school routine and university life are great. Freshman week was 
set aside in the desire to make this transition as easy as possible and to create 
an immediate close relationship between the student and the University. There 
are general assemblies of the freshmen and group conferences, all of which are 
important in helping the new student to get a good start upon his college work.
THE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNIVERSITY FOR INSTRUCTION 
OFFERS A WIDE RANGE OF MAJOR SUBJECTS:
College of Arts and Sciences, embracing the Departments o f Biology, Botany, 
Chemistry, Economics, English, Fine Arts, Foreign Languages (French, 
German, Spanish, Latin and Greek), Geology, History and Political 
Science, Home Economics, Library Economy, Mathematics, Military 
Science, Physical Education, Physics, Psychology and Philosophy
Professional Schools of Business Administration, Education, Forestry, Journal­
ism, Law, Music and Pharmacy
u r n  J S S s S ™ "  REGARDING C0URSB 0F STUDV *ND~
THE REGISTRAR
State University, Missoula, Montana
